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The Problem of Vowel Harmony Loss. Most Uralic and Altaic languages, including Finnish, Hungarian, Mongolian, and Turkish exhibit what is called palatal vowel harmony. In palatal vowel harmony vowels are classified into separate sets. Within a given word members of different sets may not co-occur (see Vago 1980b: xi). The harmonic sets consist of front vowels (vowels articulated in the palatal region) such as /i, e, o, ü/ and back vowels (those in the velar region) such as /i, a, o, u/. Root morphemes generally govern which vowels occur in suffixes. Palatal vowel harmony is a process of assimilation or agreement, and has been called (for example by Anderson 1980: 44) a type of metaphor.

\[
\begin{array}{c|cc|c|c}
 & - & + \\
\hline
\text{High} & - & + & - & + \\
\text{Back} & - & + & + & + \\
\end{array}
\]

It may be useful here to sketch briefly the classical form of palatal vowel harmony as exemplified in Turkish. Standard Turkish has an eight-vowel system, comprising /a, i, o, u, e, i, o, ü/. This system is totally

* This article was largely written while I was on leave, 1985-86, at the Department of Oriental Languages, University of California at Berkeley. An earlier version was discussed at the Asian Linguistics Colloquium of the Department of Asian Languages and Literature of the University of Washington on April 9, 1985. I would like to thank R. Hahn, J. Norman, H. Schiffman, M. Shapiro, and N. Poppe for their comments and questions.

1 The feature of backness will further pertain to such consonants as the oral velar stops and the lateral liquids, which also have front and back variants. There is considerable debate as to whether the consonant harmony is the same phenomenon, and can be handled by the same rule, as vowel harmony. See for example Anderson 1974: 210f.
symmetrical, and it may be characterized phonologically in terms of three distinctive features, namely those of height, backness, and rounding.²

² See Anderson 1974: 210, 1980: 7. Lightner (1965) used the term "gravity" for the phonological feature of backness. Gravity is a feature of both consonants and vowels and in consonants covers segments further forward in the oral cavity than the palatal region as well as those further back. Aoki 1968: 143 gives "gravity harmony" as an alternative name for "palatal harmony." Crothers and Shibatani (1980) use the feature "palatal" (i.e., essentially "front") rather than "back."

There is reason to regard as the marked values in the system the high, back, and round(ed) vowels, and thus as unmarked the non-high (phonetically low), non-back (phonetically front), and non-round (phonetically "flat") vowels.

Greenberg (1966: 13f., 21f.) cites several criteria for markedness of phonological segments, including these: (1) the unmarked segment occurs as the "otherwise," "elsewhere," or unconditioned alternant; (2) in neutralization it is the unmarked member which tends to occur; (3) unmarked segments are of higher frequency than marked ones; (4) the number of segments in a language which have a marked characteristic (feature) is never greater than the number having the corresponding unmarked characteristic; (5) languages do not have segments (or sequences containing segments) of a marked type unless they also have segments (or sequences containing segments) of the corresponding unmarked type.

In line with his not uncontroversial proposals, evidence for front vowels being unmarked and back ones marked would include: (a) the tendency of /i, e/ to neutrality; (b) the frontness of neutral /i/ in Mongolian, Finnish, Hungarian, etc.; and (c) the preference for back vocalism in prestigious loans in Finnish containing /i/ (Campbell 1980: 250f.). One indication low (non-high) vowels are unmarked and high vowels marked is that under general conditions /e, a, o/, i.e., low vowels, tend to appear as opposed to high vowels.

Evidence that non-round (flat, unrounded) vowels are unmarked and round vowels marked include the facts that: (a) under general conditions, /e, a, i, i/ tend to appear rather than round vowels, which have more highly restricted environments; (b) there is unconditioned loss of front rounded and back flat vowels, but not unconditioned loss of front flat or back rounded vowels; and (c) /o, o/ only occur in the first syllable or under assimilation, and occur in highly restricted environments.

This is supported by the figures I have seen for the relative frequency of

The precise formula of the present local variety...
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The precise formulation of Uralic-Altaic palatal vowel harmony is controversial, as it challenges particular proposals in general theoretical phonology. There have been many different approaches to stating the rule.

However formulated, the palatal vowel harmony rule for Turkish predicts the occurrence of words like *oşla 'never' and *sönler 'ends' which contain only [+back] vowels, and words like *nispeten 'relatively' and *üzüm 'grapes', which contain only [-back] (front) vowels. It excludes potential words which mix the two, for example *ošlen, *sölər, and *üzəm. This Turkish system is highly ideal, given that in no Uralic or Altaic spoken dialect or written standard language does such a system occur without exception.

In some synharmonic (harmonizing) languages there exist neutral vowels, neutral velar stops or both, which under given circumstances, can occur in both back-vocalic and front-vocalic words. There also occur invariable suffixes which do not obey vowel harmony. This is the situation in standard modern Turkish. In other languages palatal vowel harmony is entirely or for the most part lost, or at least fossilized and non-productive. For those languages it is impossible to identify harmonic sets of vowels. In a sense, all vowels are neutral with respect to vowel harmony. Affixes either do not alternate, or do so only sporadically. Very few Altaic dialects have reached this stage. Many more Uralic ones (e.g., northern and standard Estonian, and Laap) have.

Scholars have often attributed this weakening or loss to foreign influence. Thus Räisänen, in discussing exceptions in Turkic, writes (1949:104f.) that the stronger the foreign influence to which Turkic languages have been subjected, the more they violate vowel harmony, to the point where in Iranized Uzbek dialects (quoting S. Wurm) "the vowel-harmony is almost entirely destroyed." At the same time he notes that without having to assume foreign influence, we encounter in many Turkic languages un vow el-harmon ic forms. Similarly, Gabain (1952: 107) is critical of the assumption of Slavic and Iranian influence in the loss of vowel harmony in Turkic.

---

Various vowels in Finnish (Hakulinen 1961: 5): o—10%, u—10%, ø—1%, ū—3%; and as percentages of all sounds in Hungarian (Kálmán 1972: 77): o—4.19%, ő—1.14%, u—0.85%, ú—0.42%, ő—1.12%, ū—0.75%, ū—0.45%, ū—0.07%. Greenberg (1966: 18f.) gives roughly comparable figures.

Vago (1973, 1976, 1980b) has set out the major issues well.

3 Examples are the Mongolian language Mongnu, certain dialects of the Turkic language Uzbek, and the Tungusic language Sibe (which is closely related to classical Manchu).
guing that substratal influence remains to be proved, and does not explain similar effects in cases where no foreign influence is apparent.

Even if one accepts the proposition that vowel harmony loss can be explained by foreign influence, one would still wish to know what the mechanisms of such a massive, systematic change might be. Knowledge of those factors that initiate these phonological changes does not in and of itself provide an understanding of the diachronic processes involved. Nor does it explain the difference between dialects which under foreign influence have substantially or totally lost harmony and those which under similar influences have not. It remains an interesting question to what extent this historical process can be attributed to factors external to the languages in question, as opposed to those within the system of harmonization itself. This is particularly true where foreign influence is weak or non-existent.

It would be possible to describe the historical process of vowel harmony weakening and loss as consisting of the proliferation of exceptions—disharmonic stems (such as Turkish elmə ‘apple’), invariable affixes (like Khalkha -γε ‘without, not’), and neutral vowels (/l, e/ in many languages) —and certainly this process is associated with such a proliferation. At the same time such an approach assumes that harmony is inherently stable and that it changes only under specific, contingent conditions that induce such developments.

Alternatively, it may be the case that vowel harmony is inherently unstable and that vowel harmony loss is an example of the tendency of related, structurally similar languages to undergo similar changes over time in a relatively fixed sequence. While foreign influence may accelerate or even trigger certain changes, it does not dictate the nature or sequence of such changes. This is the view that will be explored and supported here. Language-internal developments of a relatively predictable, non-contingent sort play the dominant role in the weakening and ultimate loss of vowel harmony.

Exceptionality and Disharmony in Palatal Vowel Harmony Systems

1. Disharmonic Loan Words. In many Uralic and Altaic languages numerous foreign borrowings violate vowel harmony by mixing front and back vowels. Examples of this include: Turkish mikrop ‘microbe’ (< French) and beyan ‘declaration’ (< Arabic) (Lewis 1975: 17); Mongolian farmacevṭ ‘pharmacist’ and professor ‘professor’ (both < Russian) (Lessing 1973: 338, 649); Hungarian sofőr ‘chauffeur’ and amőba ‘amoeba’ (Ringen 1980: 133); Finnish akronymy ‘acronym’, etymologia ‘etymology’, flygata ‘to fly’ (< Swedish flyga), hieroglyph, jongleur).
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Swedish *flyga*), *hieroglyfi* 'hieroglyph' and *jonglör* 'juggler' (< French *jongleur*).

The vocalism of totally unassimilated recent loans, such as *baby* [beibi], *copyright* [kopirait], and *design* [disain] in Finnish (Campbell 1980: 249, 253), vacillate, taking indifferently a front or back form, without regard to the vowels in the stems. Vacillation of vowels is also found in Hungarian. Vago (1980a: 157) refers to vacillating stems such as *Agnes*: cf. *Agnesnak/Agesnek* 'to Agnes'. Other: Hungarian examples, from Ringen (1980: 140), include *dzsongel* 'jungle' (*dzsongelen/dzungelben in the jungle*), and *analıs* 'analysis' (*analısznek/analısznak*).

Most borrowed forms, by contrast, take perfectly normal suffixation, as determined by the last vowel of the stem. Thus there is little, if any, systematic impact of such irregularities. Moreover, foreign borrowings in Turkish, as well as in other languages, do not invariably remain in conflict with vowel harmony. There is a tendency for such forms to change in order to come into conformity with it, e.g., Turkish *medalya* 'medal' < Italian *medaglia* (Lewis 1975: 17); Finnish *olympiailaiset* 'Olympic games' has the variants *olump(y)ialaiset and olimpiailaiset* (Campbell 1980: 246).

2. Disharmony in Native Morphemes. Loan words complicate vowel harmony by introducing disharmonic stems and, as in prestigious borrowings in Finnish, by introducing new neutral vowels (/ä/ in this case). However, very similar disharmonic effects are already be found in compound native forms in many Uralic and Altaic languages, e.g., Turkish *bugün* 'today' (= *bü* 'this' + *gün* 'day'). Such forms generally conform to vowel harmony constraints in suffixation. Compare the compound names of Tibetan origin in Mongolian; e.g., *Tserendulaa* (Street 1963: 68).

In many languages there are invariable suffixes, such as the Turkish present-tense marker *-yor* (Lewis 1975: 17, 107), the Hungarian suffix *-kor*

---

5 Lewis (1975: 10-20) points out numerous exceptions to this in Turkish, in which foreign borrowings, even some of which obey palatal harmony within the root or stem, take exceptional suffixation. Such examples are generally predictable. For example, words of Arabic or French origin ending in *l* are treated as front-vocalic (e.g., *rol* 'role': accusative *roli*, not *rolu*). In many cases such irregular forms are being regularized. Lewis predicts (20) that while "some elderly people still give *sand* ['art', < Arabic]...front-vocalic suffixes," for a young person to do so would be regarded as affectation, and it is fairly safe prediction that *roli*, *idrak*, *harbi*, and so on will one day yield to *rola*, *idra*, *harbi*, first in vulgar speech, then in educated speech, and finally in writing."
(hatkor ‘at six’, oïkor ‘at five’) (Vago 1980a: 172), and the Khalkha negator -gūj ‘not, without’ (jausangij ‘didn’t go, without going’, ògsōngūj ‘didn’t give, without giving’) (Street 1963: 10). However we might wish to treat these in phonology, they pose no systematic challenge to harmony, since they do not function to block or modify the operation of the rule outside of their own syllable(s). For example, the instrumental suffix of Khalkha would be the expected -gaar with jausangij (jausangijgaar ‘by not going’) and the expected -gūr with ògsōngūj (ògsōngūjgūr ‘by not giving’).

The system as a whole remains productive, these exceptions do not significantly weaken it, and in most Turkic language vowel harmony is in no apparent danger of disappearing.  

3. The Proliferation of Neutral Vowels. The decay of vowel harmony has been closely associated with the proliferation of neutral vowels in many languages in which palatal vowel harmony is essentially productive and generally regular, for example Turkish. In many languages /i/ and /e/ are such neutral vowels, and appear so often and under so many conditions in back-vocalic stems that scholars have simply been forced to treat them as exceptional.

In languages in which palatal vowel harmony has been rendered partially non-productive, such neutral segments abound. These are typically engendered by the coalescence of corresponding front and back vocalic phonemes, e.g., /i/ with /i/, /u/ with /u/, /o/ with /o/, and the like. This is a phenomenon of markedness, the neutral vowels par excellence being /i/ and /e/, which are, from the point of view of the Turkish system set out above, relatively unmarked; indeed, /e/ is the most highly unmarked vowel, being non-high, non-back, and non-round. It is generally accepted that “historical changes are from the marked to the unmarked”; consequently “it is easy to see why the neutral vowels are among the least marked” (Aoki 1968: 145).

A number of changes in synharmonic languages resulting in the neutralization of segments can be seen as markedness effects, for it is a universal phenomenon that front vowels tend to be unrounded while rounded vowels tend to be back. Thus /i/ is less marked than /i/ and /o/ and /u/ are less marked than /ø/ and /u/ and /ø/ and /u/ are.

In Turkish, as in most vowel-harmonizing (synharmonic) languages there exist some exceptions to vowel harmony, of native origin or older loans, such as Turkish dahi ‘also’ or elmə ‘apple’. Many of these represent unassimilated loans or the remnants of no longer productive phonological processes. This is evidently the case of elmə ‘apple’, which < *elmə. See Sevortjan 1974: 138.

3.1. Fronting of /i/ to /u/. This vowel is generally pre- but even there, in East Tungusic is secondarily fronted, from al- ‘to take’ (Poppe 1980).

The same change of Tungusic. No attested phoneme /i/ outside of (Mongolian giànsun ‘hair, and Classical kíyasun (P).
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less marked than /o/ and /ü/. (See fn. 2.) This universal tendency to reduce such characteristically marked vowels to the respective unmarked ones clearly applies within the Uralic and Altaic languages. But the consequence of this is a tendency for certain vowels to be rendered neutral.

3.1. Fronting of /i/ to /i/. A pervasive change in Altaic is the fronting of the [+back] segment /i/ (that is, a high back unrounded vowel) to /i/.

This vowel is generally preserved in Altaic only in the Turkic sub-family, but even there, in East Turkic, no /i/ has survived, and /i/ from older /i/ has secondarily fronted a preceding *a* to e, e.g., East Turkic *elš* 'the taking' from *al- 'to take' (Poppe 1965: 182).

The same change of /i/ to /i/ is quite general in Mongolian and Tungusic. No attested Mongolian language shows any residue of the old phoneme /i/ outside of the collocations /qi/ and /yi/: Moghol, Middle Mongolian *qilyasun* 'hair, horsehair' = Middle Mongolian (*Secret History*) and Classical *kilyasun* (Poppe 1955: 33, 133).

In the vast majority of Mongolian languages /i/ has been lost and /i/ is a neutral vowel, cf. written Khalkha *mor* 'by horse', *amžiltaggaar* 'successfully' (Street 1963: 218f.). Thus in Classical Mongolian we find both forms like *dzin* 'again' and those like *tegši* 'level'. In Tungusic, according to Poppe (1965: 203), the same development has taken place: Mongol *šqul* 'anger' corresponds to Evenki *tikul- 'to become angry'. It was these facts that prompted Lightner (1965) and others in their synchronic analyses of Classical Mongolian to posit an underlying eight vowel system identical to that of Turkish, with the opposition of /i/ and /i/ being neutralized by a transformational rule. This abstract solution considerably simplified the statement of the vowel harmony rule by eliminating the need to posit neutral vowels in Mongolian palatal vowel harmony. Similarly, Vago (1973: 583ff.) and Odden (1978: 62) assumed an underlying seven vowel system for Manchu with absolute neutralization of back /i/ → /i/ and front /u/ → /u/.

Ringen (1980: 173f.) discusses, and rejects, arguments by Vago (1973, 1980d) and Jensen (1972, 1978) for a similar abstract treatment of Hungarian /i/ in *híd* 'bridge' and such examples of neutral stems which nonetheless

7 /i/ in the first syllable is generally front-vocalic.

8 Ard (1981, 1984) argues that harmony in Proto-Tungusic and Manchu was not one of backness but rather of tenseness or tongue-root retraction (height harmony). Consequently, many of the details of the development of Tungusic vowel harmony are regarded as controversial.
take back vocalic affixation. Vago (1980a: 176, 1980b: 10) offers historical support for his synchronic analysis, reporting that such vowels historically come from back /i/.

Presumably one could argue for an abstract solution to the neutral vowel problem in Finnish as well. Campbell (1980: 255) similarly reports that some, although perhaps not most, scholars believe that Proto-Finnic had no neutral vowels, present-day /i/ and /e/ partly reflecting earlier back /i/ and /e/. (See 254ff., and Hakulinen 1961: 29ff., for a contradictory view.)

The problem here is that some scholars attempt to explain apparent anomalies in the synchronic analysis of vowel harmony by making recourse to historical phenomena. This practice can lead to a circularity in that in some cases (e.g., that of Finnish) the major support for an historically underlying /i/ and /e/ is precisely the neutrality of /i/ or /e/ in the modern languages. That there is strong historical evidence for the reality of earlier /i/ in the Mongolian languages, for example, does not necessarily apply generally to other language groups (e.g., Uralic).

3.2. Elimination of Front Rounded Vowels. Another very common change is the elimination of the distinction between rounded and unrounded vowels. In the Tungusic languages, according to Poppe (1965) /u/ has generally become /u/ (through /ü/?); at the same time /ü/ has generally become /i/, the net result being the elimination of front rounded vowels. Thus we have the following cognate sets (from Poppe 1965: 203): Classical Mongolian (Cl. Mo.) ègede ‘up’, Evenki үгдэ ‘above’; Cl. Mo. өөт ‘mountain pass’, Lamut kuter- ‘climb upwards’; Cl. Mo. өрө ‘aorta’, Evenki өөр ‘stomach’; Cl. Mo. үрө ‘be frightened’. Manchu үү ‘be angry’, Ulcha пүү ‘jump up’; Cl. Mo. үү ‘transport’, Evenki үү ‘transport on sleighs’.

Similar changes are seen as well in Mongolian languages, namely Mongor and a number of other southwestern Mongolian dialects: Cl. Mo. өдөн ‘feather’; Mongor (Mgr.) өөн; Saan-chuan (Sa.) ۆۆ. Du Kangshang (Da.), Bashan (Ba.) ۆۆ; Cl. Mo. өөн ‘night’; Mgr., Sa. soni; Cl. Mo. өөл ‘foot’, Mgr. үөр, Sa. өө, Du. ۆۆ, Ba. ۆۆ; Cl. Mo. өөл ‘be born’, Mgr. ۆөл; Cl. Mo. өө ‘word’, Mgr. ۆө, Sa. ۆۆ; Cl. Mo. ۆө ‘die’.

6 Kalman (1972: 62f.) discusses this change and notes the back vocalism of the modern reflexes of old *i*, e.g., *ir ‘he writes’: өөр ‘I am writing’.

7 Collinder (1960, 1965) argues for *j, *ğ (his *y, *e) in Proto-Uralic, although *ąy seems to have been of rare occurrence (1965: 97), and he knows of no reflex in, e.g., Hungarian. Steinitz (1964) proposes *j, but not *e, in Proto-Finno-Ugric.
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Loss of front rounding is also reported by Rässänen (1949: 94, 96) for
Turkic: Chuvash kös ‘eye’ (cf. Turkmen göz), kor ‘see’ (cf. gör-), kon-
become straight’ (cf. görı-); East Turkic kop ‘much’ < *kop; Konja Giese
Osman donüp < dünüp; Haliç and Lutsk Karaim egiç ‘ox’ < öküz, keş ‘eye’
< köz; Uzbeck tun ‘night’ < *tun; Haliç and Lutsk Karaim iç ‘three’ < *üç.
Similarly, Vago (1973: 582f.) reports neutralization of u, ü, and of
ö, ö in the Turkish dialect of Vadin on the Danube, as a result of which
some stems act as front-vocalic while yet others with the same vowel act
as back-vocalic: buz-da ‘see (locative)’, og-in ‘arrow (locative)’, og-te ‘three
(locative)’, dort-te ‘four (locative)’. He further notes that /k, g, l/ usually
become palatalized in the environment of /u/ < */ü/, but not in that of
/u/ < */u/.
In Uralic too *ü tends either to unround to /i/ or /e/ or to retract to
/u/ or /o/. It is preserved only sporadically outside of Finnish and related
Finnic languages and is found as /ö/ in Hungarian (Collinder 1966: 180ff.,
1965: 160, 136ff.): Finnish (Fi.) työ ‘buttc, base’, Hungarian (Hu.) tő,
Votyak döri, Ziryene dün, Hu. kőd ‘fog, haze’, Tavşı Samoyed kënta ‘smoke’,
Fi. spösi ‘autumn’, eastern Cheremis šisö; Fi. ylo ‘over’, Ostyak cii ‘off,
from’; Fi. nyys ‘handle’, Vogul nё; Fi. työ ‘glue’, Ziryene, Votyak təm;
Fi. yksı ‘one’, Mordvin veghe, Votyak og; Fi. sylt ‘bosom’, Hu. öl, Votyak
sul; Fi. puy ‘woodgrouse’, Mordvin pwa, Lule Lapp bogoi.

3.3. Umlauting. The shift in value of vowels from marked to unmarked
is not the only force that has tended to weaken vowel harmony by creating
neutral segments. Another general tendency leading to neutralization
contrasts is the assimilation of back vowels to front in the environment of front
vocalic segments, usually /i/ or /j/. The result phonetically, if not always phonemically,
is usually a partially umlauted vowel, i.e., centralized, or a
fully unoplanted one, i.e., fronted. Anderson (1980: 3-4) reports that in
Modern Uyghur /a/ and /a/ are raised and fronted to /e/ in initial unstressed
syllables when the following syllable contains /i/; thus, /al-ink-maq/ is
realized as elinmaq ‘to be taken’. Likewise Rässänen (1949: 78ff.) and
Tenische (1984: 82) report many cases of umlaut (palatalization under Umlaut,
U2-Umlaut) in the Turkic languages: for example, a > e (Taranchi East
Turki eli, gerund of al- ‘take’); a > e (Chuvash seyren ‘syrnan ‘appropriate
to’; Osman elme ‘apple’ < Mongol ulma); a > e (Kazakh büri ‘all’
< *ber-i).
Such cases are extremely common in the Mongolian languages. Generally /a o u/ → /a õ u/ in Kalmuck (and /o/ to /õ/ in Chakhar), and to central (fronted) varieties in Dagur, Khalkha, Buriat, and other central dialects, before /i/ in the following syllable (Poppe 1955: 26, 28, 31f.): Cl. Mo. bari- ‘seize’, Dagur, Buriat bûr-, Kalmuck (Klm.) bûr-; Cl. Mo. mörin ‘horse’, Chakhar mûrî, Ordos mûrî; Cl. Mo. qarîm ‘wedding party’, Klm. xûrû.

In both Mongolian and Turkic such changes generally do not result in neutral vowels. Rather, such phonetically disharmonic segments function phonologically in a regularly harmonic way. In both Buriat and Kalmuck certain dialects reduce diphthongs historically of the form Bi (< Cl. Mo. Bi; B = a back vowel, except in Kalmuck where it equals only /a/ or /õ/ because Kalmuck /u/ generally remains) to long front “umlaut” vowels: Cl. Mo. sajn ‘good’, Alar Buriat (AB) hûn, Ordos, Kalmuck (Klm.) sän; Cl. Mo. dalai ‘sea’, AB, Dörbet Klm. dalâ; Cl. Mo. etsi ‘forest’, AB õi, Klm. ẽ (Poppe 1955: 77, 79). In both languages vowels at the phonetic level are front monophthongs, but which derive historically from diphthongs, function at the phonological level as back segments (Poppe 1955: 11f.): AB õi ‘having stood’ < *baqî-; Dörbet Klm. õyur ‘nearby’ < õi- ‘near’11. In languages in which harmony is moribund such fronted vowels are neutral. And (1984: 72), using examples of S. Khatynzheki, notes in Sibe assimilatory processes leading to new, fronted vowels: Sibe ẽnás, Manchu amari ‘backwards’; Sibe dûuir, Manchu döbori ‘night’; Sibe sönjì, Manchu fonjì ‘question’; Sibe tûc-, Manchu tui ‘come out’.

The fronted monophthongs that have arisen through this process in Kalmuck may induce a secondary fronting of the succeeding vowel: õrëdɔ ‘approach’ which function as back segments (Poppe 1955: 303). Similarly the fronting of a to õ because of a palatal glide y may induce in Kirghiz a secondary fronting of i to õi: kirbiymin ~ kirbiymin ‘I do not make’ (Johnson 1980: 97, using data of S. Wurm). Compare Taranchi East Turkic etiy, gerund of ai-, ‘take’ (Rässänen 1949: 78). Similar changes are seen in

---

11 Not all monophthongized diphthongs of the type F: < Bi are phonologically back. While none is front, some are neutral. Thus AB õi < both uû and õi, e.g., ŕlût ‘having weeped’ < *ûit-, but ŕlûr ‘by needlework’ < *ûit-, Moghol ej, Mongol õ < ai, eï, e.g., Cl. Mo. arboi, Moghol orfei, Mgr. šê, Cl. Mo. issgei ‘felt’, Moghol issegz, Mgr. õgê (Poppe 1955: 91-92). Notice that in an abstract treatment the underlying vowels /ui/, /ui/, /ai/, and /ei/ are not neutral in these cases.

---
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unstressed, the vowels /i/, /u/, and /o/ are drastically reduced, especially
in final position" where they are realized as consonant modifiers. Norman
further notes that "in other positions they are reduced but generally retain
their syllabicity."

In the Mongolian languages it is generally the case that short un-
stressed vowels are reduced. Because the first syllable is normally stressed,
unless long vowels occur in the word, the effect of this reduction is felt:
commonly in non-first syllables, and is stronger the further removed the
unstressed syllable is from the stressed. This stress reduction can be charac-
terized in terms of a gradual lessening of syllabicity. What was originally
a full schwa with vowel coloration has reflexes in such secondary consonantal
articulations as palatalization or labialization.

These effects are most pronounced in languages like Khalkha (Kh.)
and Kalmuck, with strong initial stress, in both of which short unstressed
non-initial syllables tend to be reduced in the ways indicated above. In
Kalmuck final syllables tend to be lost (Poppe 1951, 1955). Thus Classical
Mongolian nerm 'sun' is Kh. [nor], Klm. [nør]; ene 'this' is Kh., Klm.
[en], öndör 'high' is Kh. [ʊʊDʊ], Klm. [ʊʊrd]; bari 'seize' is Kh. [bɑrɪ],
Klm. [bɑr]; bora 'grey' (Middle Mongolian-Muqaddimat al-Adab—bora)
is Kh. [bɔr], Klm. [bɔr], where [a, ʊ, ʊ, o] are reduced vowels. Ramstedt
(1955: xi) offers the Kalmuck alternates [kʊdɮɔmʊ] ~ [kʊdɮɔmʊ] ~ [kʊdɮʊmʊ]
'work'. Poppe (1951: 18) has Khalkha sur útil'är ~ sur útil'är 'by, through
school'.

In Mongolian languages such as Mongor with end stress, there is a
tendency to lose initial syllables. Thus Mgr. dali 'like, similar': Cl. Mo.
adali (Tosdeva 1973: 327); Mgr. dur 'day': Middle Mongolian ödür, Cl.
Mo. edür, Sa. udur, Ba. uder, Du. ʊɗur (311); Mgr. (r)dże 'donkey':
Cl. Mo. elgie, Du. endzege, Ba. ndže (333); Mgr. jaqa 'cup': Cl. Mo.
ayaya, Du., Ba. jiga (335); Mgr. nede 'here': Cl. Mo. endé (349); Mgr.
nt(ər)- 'sleep': Cl. Mo. unt(ar)a- (352); Mgr. re- 'come': Cl. Mo. ire-
Ba. re- (356).12

12 Such languages still retain evidence of earlier stages in which they had
initial stress: Mgr. debs 'salt'; Cl. Mo. dabusun, Moghol debsun, Du.
dunsun, Ba. dabson (Tosdeva 1973: 326); Mgr., Ba. doglon 'limping';
In some Mongolian languages with initial stress similar effects can be seen when a long vowel causes stress to shift to a non-initial syllable. Thus in Buriat dialects we have: Kachug taarzara: Literary Buriat etaarzara 'to envy'; Barguzin neen: Literary Buriat uñ'een 'cow'; Barguzin nebšaa: Literary Buriat nege bišisen 'a bit' (Rassadin 1982: 27f.).

Schwas are purely neutral with regard to vowel harmony. Some scholars have gone so far as to propose phonemicizations in which schwa is a separate, neutral vowel phoneme (for example Street 1962; see also Krueger 1961).

Vowel reduction in Altaic occurs not only in Tungusic and Mongolian, but also in Turkic. The occurrence of schwa-like vowels is noteworthy, for example, in Chuvasi. Krueger (1963: 71) writes that:

The back, low, rounded vowel, is always reduced, and can occur stressed only in the first syllable of a polysyllabic word. It is fleetingly pronounced, and sometimes so reduced as to sound almost coalesced with the following consonant as in /kævɛk/ 'blue', almost > [kwɛk]. This vowel is an unstable one and drops easily at the end of words, or in compounds, e.g., tɨwɨt(ɨ) are 'four feet'.

Of the front counterpart, he writes (72) that:

It too occurs only reduced, and may be stressed only in the first syllable. It may also virtually disappear between consonants. It is fleetingly pro-

Cl. Mo. doyolang (330). There are numerous Monguor forms with syncope of the middle syllable. That this reflects a period in which initial stress induced vowel loss rather than a period in which end-stress did so is demonstrated by (1) evidence for weakening of the second syllable in disyllabic forms: Mgr. ɨʃiŋ customs (where [e] is a mid-central, schwa-like vowel) 'snow'; Cl. Mo. časun (Poppe 1955: 27); Mgr. möd 'wood'; Cl. Mo. medun, Du. mutun, Ba. muto (Todaeva 1973: 345); (2) the lengthening of /a/ in the initial syllable before /u/ in the second syllable: Mgr. dəli 'shoulder'; Cl. Mo. daru 'scapula'; Mgr. dəri 'press' (Poppe 1955: 26); (3) rounding assimilation in forms such as Mgr. sgo 'scold'; Cl. Mo. səge; Mgr. moron 'river'; Cl. Mo. məren; Mgr. gudo 'move'; Cl. Mo. kədel (Todaeva 1973: 15, 19, 23); and (4) unrounding in the second syllable in a form like Mgr. se: Cl. Mo. usun 'water' (Todaeva 1964: 89), which could only result under initial, but not final, stress.

3.5. Other Conditions to be considered. open: írɛ́ ~ írɛ́ ~ írɛ́ ~ írɛ́ ~ írɛ́ ~ írɛ́ (Ural) ɨdə (Ural. sylal. of Chu. 105).

Consonants ma velars condition the səndər 'well'; tenɛ́gi stedt 1935: xiii). T in conjunction with schwaification, is th disharmoni free vəx.

13 While schwaic enity is nowhere as i.e., apocope, syne occurs both in Chu languages, syne languages with dyn: already in the Rumi 3rd pers. of 'son'. I hepsɛ́; Taranchi kɛ́ < kɛ́ miki. Apocope as in Soyon Karakir 'why > mɛ́in.

14 In Uradic loss of only Finnish and o (Collinder 1960, 19 Ostryak ke, Hunga Chernenis kət, Voty finski 'eye', Finnh shuuni 'siner Ziryene sän, Hunga.
Vowel Harmony Loss

nounced, and like /a/ is unstable in compounds and at the end of words.

The Chuvash schwa can be lost also in the first syllable (Rässänen 1949: 53f.). In Uralic schwaification seems to occur rarely, although apocope is quite common.14

3.5. Other Conditioned Changes. Word-final vowels are often vulnerable to changes. In Kalmuck long close vowels in this position tend to open: irnë ~ irnâ 'comes', Dörbet bùdâ ~ bùd'â ~ bùd'a ~ bùd'â ~ bùdâ ~ (Ölït) bùdâ (Ramstedt 1935: xii). Something similar is seen in the final syllables of Chuvash, especially open final syllables. See Rässänen 1949: 105.

Consonants may have an impact on vowel quality as well. In Kalmuck, velars condition the opening of vowels, especially ē and ō: sâýâr 'well', sâýâr 'well'; temêýâr ~ temêýâr ~ temêýâr ~ temêýâr 'by camel' (Ramstedt 1935: xiii). The consequence of this opening of vowels when taken in conjunction with the changes suffered by word-final vowels, and with schwaification, is that in some dialects almost all non-initial vowels have disharmonic free variants.

---

13 While schwaification does occur in other Turkic languages, it apparently is nowhere as advanced as in Chuvash. What is found is vowel loss, i.e., apocope, syncope, etc. While loss of the vowel of the first syllable occurs both in Chuvash (Rässänen 1949: 44f., 53f.) and in other Turkic languages, syncope and apocope are most frequent, as we would expect, in languages with dynamic stress on the first syllable, and Rässänen notes that already in the Runic inscriptions such loss is to be observed, e.g., ðj(ð)j, 3rd pers. of 'son'. He cites such examples as Osman hepsi 'all of them' < hepsi; Taranchi kishkä 'to the person' < kişi; Karakirghiz emiki 'present' < emiki. Apocope is especially common in the formation of compounds, as in Soyom Karakirghiz karat 'black horse' < kara at and Osman ne tüçin 'why' > tüçin.

14 In Uralic loss of the vowel of the second syllable is quite common with only Finnish and other Finnic languages generally preserving all vowels (Collinder 1960, 1965): Finnish kâla 'fish', Mordvin kâl, Cheremis kâl, Ostyak kâl, Hungarian hal; Finnish kâis, kâte, 'hand', Mordvin kâd', Cheremis kât, Votyak, Ziryene kâ, Vogul kâüt, Ostyak kût, Hungarian kâz; Finnish siinâ 'eye', Ziryene šin, Vogul šäm, Ostyak sem, Hungarian szám; Finnish suomi 'eine, tendon', Mordvin san, Cheremis šen, Votyak son, Ziryene šen, Hungarian in, Kamassian ten.
Cues for Harmony

We need not have recourse to foreign influence in order to explain the weakening and loss of palatal vowel harmony in Uralic and Altaic languages. Such developments are inherent in systems characterized by agglutinative suffixation and root stress, given universal tendencies towards weakening of unstressed vowels, unlaunting, and replacement of marked segments by their relatively unmarked counterparts.

As we have seen, a number of phenomena lead to initial syllables that are either neutral or disharmonic relative to the root as a whole. In general such roots do not induce harmonic loss or changes in affixes, since sufficient information is preserved in non-initial vowels to guide the process of harmony. Even when the root is originally monosyllabic (e.g., Hungarian híd ‘bridge’) or monosyllabic through monophthongization or through vowel loss (e.g., AB hān ‘good’), or all vowels have been rendered either neutral or disharmonic relative to their etymological harmony (e.g., Du. här ‘seize’; Klm. χάει ‘part’, cf. Cl. Mo. qubī; Klm. χάει ‘change appearance’, cf. qubī’), we must assume no fundamental, underlying change in the harmonic nature of the root in those cases in which affixal harmony continues to operate (cf. AB bāt ‘having been’, bāt ‘having slept’ bāl ‘by needlework’).

So long as such derived forms of a root show harmony a root is unlikely to change its underlying harmony. We may compare here the case of Yiddish avok ‘away’. At one time Yiddish had the same terminal devoicing rule as German; avok was [a + vok] (cf. English a + way). But by the time Yiddish lost this rule, avok had been semantically isolated from ‘way’ and retained the final [k]; hence it now has /k/, not /g/.

Given that such semantic isolation is not in question here, and that these agglutinative languages retain numerous derived stems for each root, how can roots ever change their underlying representatins to neutral or etymologically disharmonic ones? The crucial factor seems to be the phonetic alteration of vowels. We will examine here by way of illustration the case of Kalmuck.

Kalmuck shares the Mongolian ‘i > i’ change and readily unlaunts and monophthongizes. This would be insufficient to disturb affixal vowel harmony were it not for the strong, initial stress of Kalmuck and concomitant loss or weakening of almost all non-initial short vowels. Even so, Kalmuck preserves the distinction of velars (k:x < q; g:q, γ), and it distinguishes according to Ramstedt a (back) and ə (front) as reduced vowels. The problem is that phonetic processes in Kalmuck, have, as we have seen, very nearly obliterated all other distinctions in non-initial syllables, and in some cases even in initial ones. Vowels occur in non-i rendered them neutral according to Ramstedt the literary language of the distinctions that change. But it seems inevitable, when more innovative vowel sets. Any predil vowel depend as much

Quite natural proto-typical type phonetically logical disharmony the tenance of the system rather than by the comments, that we can believe that even those is eventually lose palatal
order to explain the odd Altaic languages. 
zed by agglutinative tions towards weakening marked segments by

initial syllables that as a whole. In general a affixes, since suffi-
xes guide the process ibic (e.g., Hungarian)
ization or through been rendered either
harmony (e.g., Da. 1. χωαι ‘change ap-
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stems for each root, ins to neutral or ety-
is to be the phonetic illustration the case

readily umlauts and nb affixal vowel harmon and concomitant
. Even so, Kalmuck d it distinguishes ac-

even in initial ones. Consequently, even when etymologically harmonic vowels occur in non-initial syllables, these developments have essentially rendered them neutral. Vowel harmony in the Kalmuck language as described by Ramstedt (1935) is only a tendency. In this transitional stage the literary language and the more conservative dialects preserve enough of the distinctions that phonetic effects do not induce underlying phonemic change. But it seems harmony is moribund in Kalmuck, as the surface phonetics of more innovative dialects provide no evidence of differing harmonic vowel sets. Any predictions one can make of the shape of any non-initial vowel depend as much on the consonantism as the vocalism.

Quite natural processes that produce in languages of the Uralic and Altaic type phonetically disharmonic vowels tend over time to induce phonological disharmony through the elimination of cues necessary for the maintenance of the system. It is by predictable language-internal processes, rather than by the contingent accumulation of disharmonic forms or segments, that we can best account for vowel harmony loss, and we may speculate that even those languages furthest removed from foreign influence will eventually lose palatal harmony.
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